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SUMMARY
The first tests conducted in the adaptive-wall test section of the Ames Research Center's 2- by
2-Foot Transonic Wind Tunnel are described. A procedure was demonstrated for reducing wall interfer-
ence in transonic flow past a two-dimensional airfoil by actively controlling flow through the slotted
walls of the test section. Flow through the walls was controlled by adjusting pressures in compartments
of plenums above and below the test section. Wall interference was assessed by measuring (with a laser
velocimeter) velocity distributions along a contour surrounding the model, and then checking those mea-
surements for their compatibility with free-air far-field boundary conditions. Plenum pressures for min-
imum wall interference were determined from empirical influence coefficients.
An NACA 0012 airfoil was tested at angles of attack of 0 ° and 2 °, and at Mach numbers between
0.70 and 0.85. In all cases the wall-setting procedure greatly reduced wall interference. Wall interfer-
ence, however, was never completely eliminated, primarily because the effect of plenum pressure
changes on the velocities along the contour could not be accurately predicted.
INTRODUCTION
Since the early 1970s, researchers around the world have been developing wind-tunnel test sections
that allow flow conditions at the walls to be adjusted to minimize wall interference. The principal reason
for this interest has been that traditional methods of "correcting" wind-tunnel data for wall interference
are often inadequate, particularly in flows that are represented by nonlinear equations. In addition, the
development of simple algorithms for determining the necessary wall adjustments and advances in com-
puter automation have promised to make manageable the problem of controlling the walls.
What distinguishes modern "adaptive-wall" test sections from earlier test sections with adjustable
walls (refs. 1-3) is that the wall settings for free-air flow can be determined from flow measurements
made at or near the walls without any information about the model. Specifically, the walls are adjusted
until flow measurements along a contour surrounding the model (for example, in two dimensions, axial
and vertical velocity distributions) are compatible with free-air, far-field boundary conditions. Free-air
compatibility is established by solving for the imaginary, infinite flow in the region outside the contour,
subject to the measured distribution of one flow quantity along the contour.
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Two approaches to controlling flow conditions at the wails have been demonstrated. The first and
simplest is to bend impermeable, flexible walls to conform to free-air streamlines. This approach is
attractive because the shapes of the walls and the pressure distributions along them--both easily mea-
sured---can be used to predict the free-air wail shapes. In addition, the wall shapes can be quickly and
directly controlled. There must be some accounting, however, for the effect of the wall boundary layers
on the wall shape. This effect becomes especially unpredictable when the shock wave from the model
extends to the wall and causes the boundary layer to separate.
Flexible walls are particularly simple in two dimensions, and they have been used in many very
successful experiments (refs. 4-8). Two two-dimensional, cryogenic test sections--NASA Langley's
0.3-Meter Wind Tunnel and ONERA's T2 Tunnel--are currently used for "production" testing (refs. 5
and 6).
In three dimensions, however, flexible walls present difficult mechanical problems since the required
wall shapes may include double curvatures. The most ambitious attempts to solve these problems have
been at Deutsche Forschungs- und Versuchsanstalt fiir Luft- und Raumfahrt (DFVLR), where a test
section with walls formed by a cylindrical rubber tube was developed (ref. 9), and at the Technical
University of Berlin, where the potential of octagonal tests sections has been investigated at transonic
and supersonic speeds (ref. 8).
The second approach to shaping streamlines in the test section is to control the airflow through rigid,
ventilated wails. This can be done either by dividing the plenum surrounding such test sections into
compartments and controlling the pressure in each compartment, or by dividing the walls into panels
whose porosities can be independently adjusted. The required flow measurements cannot be made at the
walls because the flow there is generally complex and turbulent. Thus, the flow-measurement problem is
much more difficult in the ventilated wall test section than it is in a flexible-wall test section. In addition,
there is no direct relationship between the wall controls and the measured flow conditions along the
contour. On the other hand, since the contour is displaced from the walls, there is no boundary layer to
contend with in evaluating the outer-flow solution. Another advantage of the ventilated-wall approach is
that the plenum compartments or wall panels can be arranged to provide the cross-stream wall control
needed for three-dimensional testing. Several two- and three-dimensional ventilated, adaptive-wall
experiments have been reported (refs. 10-16).
At Ames Research Center, the original, long-term goal of adaptive-wall research was to develop
technology that could be applied in production, three-dimensional transonic wind tunnels. We chose to
develop test sections with rigid ventilated walls because this approach seemed more promising than
flexible walls for three-dimensional testing. And we investigated test sections with slotted walls and
segmented plenums rather than variable-porosity walls because most of the transonic wind tunnels at
Ames have slotted walls and because the slats between the slots provide space for windows.
Two-dimensional pilot tests were conducted in a small, in-draft wind tunnel (ref. 12). These tests
demonstrated the key elements that were later incorporated into the design of the 2- by 2-ft test section.
In particular, flow measurements were made through transparent sidewalls by a one-component laser
velocimeter; empirical influence-coefficients were used to relate the flow measurements to pressures in
the plenum compartments; and a dedicated minicomputer performed on-line, linear interference calcula-
tions. The only aspect of the tests that was not automated was the adjustment of valves that controlled
pressuresin theplenumcompartments.Thesevalves were adjusted manually according to the com-
puter' s instructions.
The success of the pilot tests encouraged us to design a two-dimensional test section for the 2- by
2-ft wind tunnel that would be suitable for production testing. Improvements over the pilot test section
were to include more plenum compartments (32 per wall instead of 10); automatic wall control; the
capability to measure two components of velocity rather than just one; and outer-flow solutions that
account for nonlinear effects. In addition, a new control system was required for existing pumps that
would supply high- and low-pressure air to the test section.
The first tests in the new test section were completed in October 1988. An NACA 0012 airfoil was
tested at atmospheric pressure, at angles of attack of 0 ° and 2% and at Mach numbers between 0.70 and
0.85. The purpose of the test was to verify the operation of the test section and its systems and to demon-
strate an automatic wall-adjustment procedure. Because little time was allocated for the tests, no attempt
was made to optimize the procedure, which would be necessary for production testing. This paper
describes the test section and instrumentation, the calibration of the test section, and the results of the
first adaptive-wall tests.
SYMBOLS
C
Cn
Cp
M
model chord length
normal force coefficient
pressure coefficient
free-stream Mach number
P
pt
R
a
U
w
x,_
z,rl
pressure
total pressure
Reynolds number
axial perturbation velocity
free-stream velocity
vertical velocity
axial distance from model leading edge, positive downstream
distance above test-section centerline
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O_ angle of attack, stream angle, deg
Subscripts:
m
P
v
model-induced (free air)
in pressure manifold
in vacuum reservoir
w wall-induced
_, free stream
EQUIPMENT
The test-section area and control room of the 2- by 2-fl tunnel were completely stripped to accom-
modate the adaptive-wall test section and its systems. New equipment included the test section, model
and angle-of-attack system, laser velocimeter, pressure instrumentation, automated valves for the auxil-
iary pumps, and computers and electronic instruments required to control this equipment and the exist-
ing auxiliary pumps.
Wind Tunnel
The 2- by 2-Foot Transonic Wind Tunnel (fig. 1) is a closed-return tunnel originally designed to
operate at Mach numbers up to 1.4 and at total pressures between 0.1 and 3.0 atm. However, because of
cracks discovered in the tunnel shell, the adaptive-wall test could only be run at atmospheric pressure.
The tunnel is powered by four 1000-hp motors which are mounted inside the pressure vessel and which
drive a two-stage, counterrotating compressor.
The adaptive-wall installation is illustrated in figure 2. The test section was mounted between circu-
lar upstream and downstream pressure bulkheads and inside a cylindrical shell that sealed the space
between the bulkheads. The upstream bulkhead and the pressure shell are omitted in figure 2 so that the
test section can be shown more clearly. The pressure shell could be retracted over the downstream bulk-
head to allow access to the test section when the tunnel was not operating. A structural box-beam below
the test section and a 4-in.-diam pipe above the test section were pressurized by an auxiliary pump; they
served as high-pressure-air manifolds. The space inside the pressure shell, which was evacuated by a
second auxiliary pump, served as the low-pressure-air reservoir.
A Worthington centrifugal compressor pressurized the high-pressure manifolds to pressures up to
20 lb/in. 2 higher than the test-section static pressure (poo). For the adaptive-wall tests the existing piping
was modified to reverse the direction of flow in the pipes leading to the wind tunnel, and a heat
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exchangerwasaddedto thedischargeleg(fig. 1).With thesemodifications,air wasinjectedthroughthe
slide-valvesandwithdrawnin thewind-tunneldiffuser.Air dischargedfrom thepumpcould alsoreturn
to thepumpthroughabypassline andvalve.
An Allis Chalmersaxial-flow compressormaintainedtheair in thepressureshellat pressuresaslow
as2 lb/in.2below poo.Thepumpdrewair from thepressureshellthrougha24-in. line andinjectedit
into thewind-tunnelafter-cooler.Mostof theair passingthroughthepumpreturneddirectly to thepump
inlet throughabypassline andvalve.
Test Section
The test section was 2-ft high, 2 fl wide, and approximately 5 ft long. Although the wind tunnel itself
had been de-rated from 3 atm operation to 1 atm, the test section was designed for loads at 3 atm. The
upper and lower walls were parallel, and there were nine equally spaced longitudinal slots in each. The
slots were untapered, open, and extended the full length of the test section. The open area ratio of each
wall was 0.13875.
Separate plenums above and below the test section were each divided into 32 compartments by
spanwise partitions. The streamwise dimensions of the compartments varied from 1 in. near the model to
4 in. near the ends of the test section (fig. 3). Each compartment contained a loose roll of wire screen to
reduce spanwise variations in the flow when high-pressure air was injected.
Pressures in the plenum compartments were controlled by three-way, proportional slide-valves that
moved in the spanwise direction along valve seats that formed the backs of the plenums. Two valves are
illustrated in figure 4, which is a cross-sectional view of the test section. Each valve was connected to
the high-pressure-air reservoir by a flexible hose and to the low-pressure-air reservoir by ports in its
upstream and downstream faces. Depending on the position of a valve, ports in its valve seat were either
closed to both or open to one of the reservoirs, thus allowing air to be injected into or removed from the
test section. Each slide-valve was driven by a stepping motor through a drive-train consisting of speed-
increasing chain-and-sprocket,and a ball-screw and nut. In figure 4, the top and bottom valves are in the
positions for maximum air injection and removal, respectively.
The sidewalls were formed by 2-in.-thick Schlieren-quality g/ass windows that were potted into steel
frames. The windows were supported at their upstream ends by hinges that allowed them to open out-
ward. Latches in the window frames transferred pressure loads across the windows to angle-irons, which
extended between the upstream and downstream bulkheads and defined the outside comers of the test
section (fig. 4). A 1.25-in.-diam hole near the center of each window accommodated the model-support
shaft.
A single-piece, inflatable rubber seal, glued into a groove in the window frame, was designed to fill
the gap between the window frame and the surrounding structure. In operation, however, these seals
burst at the window comers, so that for the present tests the junctions between the sidewalls and the
upper and lower walls were sealed by small beads of modeling clay pressed into the inside comers of the
test section. The upstream and downstream edges of the windows were sealed to the nozzle and diffuser,
respectively, by duct tape.
Pressure-reliefdoorsweremountedin thesidewallsimmediatelydownstreamof thetestsection.
Thesedoorsprotectedtheglasssidewallsfrom overpressureandunder-vacuumin casetheauxiliary-
pumpcontrol systemfailed.Thetestsectionis shownin figure5 with thepressureshellretracted.
Model and Angle-of-Attack System
The model was a 6-in.-chord NACA 0012 airfoil. It was supported at each end by a 3/4-in.-diam
shaft at 30% chord that protruded through the holes in the glass sidewalls. A 0.050-in. gap between each
end of the model and the window was filled by a rubber gasket cut to the shape of the airfoil. Lift and
drag loads were transferred from the model to the glass through spherical beatings that fit over each end
of the shaft and were supported by cups potted into the holes in the windows. Pitching and bending
moments were transferred to the window frames by the angle-of-attack mechanism described below.
The model was constructed of stainless steel and had 22 upper-surface and 23 lower-surface pressure
orifices along its mid-span. The maximum deviation of the model contour from the theoretical shape at
the mid-span was 0.0048 in. Stainless steel pressure leads from the orifices were routed through 1/4-in.-
diam holes in the centers of the model support shafts. All tests were conducted without a boundary-layer
trip.
The angle of attack was set by two identical mechanisms, one attached to each end of the model
shaft (fig. 3). Each mechanism was driven by a stepping motor that was supported in a pivoting bracket;
the pivoting bracket was mounted to the window frame and was fitted with a fail-safe brake and a
mechanical encoder. Angle of attack was zeroed with a calibrated gunner's quadrant to an accuracy of
better than 0.067 ° . This uncertainty was about twice the resolution of the gunners' quadrant and was due
to the uncertainty in establishing the model chord line. Nonzero angles of attack were determined from
the geometry of the mechanism.
Laser Velocimeter
The laser velocimeter, illustrated schematically in figure 6, was a two-component, on-axis, forward-
scatter system. The light source was a 5-W argon-ion laser. The laser and most of the optics were
mounted on a stationary optics table in the control room. The transmitting and collecting lenses were
mounted on two-dimensional positioning mechanisms (scanners) that were contained within the pressure
vessel. Light from the optics table passed through a 4-in.-diam window in the pressure vessel and was
directed to the transmitting lens by a series of turning mirrors on the transmitter scanner.
Optical design- The optical design of the laser velocimeter was unusual because it included a retro-
reflector that returned forward-scattered light to the transmitting lens much as if the light had been
directly backscattered. This arrangement exploited the much higher signal strength of a forward-scatter
system compared with that of a backscatter system, and it was much less sensitive to misalignment
between the transmitting and collecting lenses than conventional, off-axis, forward-scatter systems. In
addition, the color-separating optics and the photomultiplier tubes could be mounted on the stationary
optics table, as in a backscatter system, instead of on the scanning mechanism that carried the collecting
lens, where they would have been subjected to high accelerations and vibration.
Becausethepath lengthfrom thelaserto thetransmittinglenswasdifferentateachmeasurement
point, theinterferencefringeswereslightlydistortedfor all pathlengthsbutone(wherethe"waists"---
minimumdiameters---oftheincidentbeamswereat thebackfocalpointof thetransmittinglens;
cf. ref. 17).Thefocusof a 1.1magnificationtelescopeat the laserexit wasadjustedsothatminimum
fringedistortionoccurredata measurementpoint nearthemodel.
Traversing mechanisms (scanners)- Separate scanners carried the transmitting and collecting
lenses. The scanners were supported between the bulkheads on opposite sides of the test section and
inside the pressure vessel (fig. 4). Measurements could be made at virtually any point in the plane
midway between the sidewalls of the test section. Because alignment had to be maintained over more
than 4 ft of travel, the scanners were very stiff. The moving elements were driven along rails by ball
screws turned by dc motors. Optical encoders mounted to the motor shafts provided feedback to the
scanner control system. Redundant limit switches at the ends of each axis protected the scanners from
overtravel.
Alignment system- A unique feature of the laser velocimeter was a computer-controlled alignment
system. This was necessary because the optics on the scanners were inaccessible when the pressure shell
was closed. Although the alignment system could be operated while the tunnel was running, it was
intended for fine-tuning the alignment at the beginning of each shift.
The alignment system performed three functions: (1) it adjusted the angles of the turning mirrors on
the transmitter scanner so that the laser beams in transit from the optics table to the transmitting lens
were parallel to the mechanical axes of the scanner; (2) it established the position of the laser beams with
respect to the test section; and (3) it aligned the collecting lens with respect to the transmitting lens. The
angles of the turning mirrors were adjusted remotely by motorized micrometers; beam positions were
measured by United Detector Technology position-sensing photodetectors.
A position detector was mounted behind each turning mirror on the transmitting scanner; figure 7
shows a typical installation. The back of each mirror had been polished and a hole cut in its mount so
that the transmitted component of one of the four laser beams incident on the mirror could emerge and
strike the detector. The face of each detector was a square with 0.39-in. sides. Each detector produced
x-y output voltages proportional to the position of the beam on its face. One-inch-diameter polarizing
filters were mounted in front of all the detectors, thus allowing the intensities of the beams incident on
all the detectors to be adjusted to a common level. A procedure was developed whereby the motorized
micrometers were adjusted until the x-y outputs of the detectors remained unchanged (within a small
tolerance) over the range of scanner movement.
Detectors, whose positions relative to the test section were accurately known, were mounted to the
test-section window frames and used to establish the positions of the laser beams relative to the test sec-
tion. These are visible in figure 5. A detector was also mounted behind the turning mirror on the receiver
scanner and was used to align the collecting lens to the transmitting lens (fig. 6).
Signal processing and data reduction- The amplified output of each photomultiplier tube was pre-
sented to a counterstyle signal processor. For each validated signal, the processor output a bin number
equal to the number of 1-GHz clock cycles that elapsed in the course of eight cycles of the input signal.
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Onehundredsamplesof eachchannelwereacquiredat each location. The raw data were then trans-
ferred to the "host" computer across a digital input/output (I/O) interface. The host computer reduced the
data by first constructing histograms of the bin numbers and then filtering the data by eliminating sam-
ples separated from the peak of the histogram by more than one empty bin. The bin numbers of samples
that passed this test were then converted to velocities, and the mean and root-mean-squared (rms) values
of the resulting velocity distributions were computed.
Calibration- The spacing of the green interference fringes, which measured vertical velocity, was
computed from the angle of intersection of the transmitted laser beams (ref. 17). The misalignment
between the green fringes and the free-stream direction was estimated by measuring the vertical velocity
distribution along the axis of symmetry of the test section, z/c = 0, where the vertical velocity was
assumed to be zero. These measurements were made with the model installed at zero incidence and with
all the slide-valves closed.
The spacing of the blue fringes (used to measure axial velocity) was determined by comparing axial
velocity distributions measured by the velocimeter at several Mach numbers with velocities determined
from a static pressure pipe that was installed along the centerline of the otherwise empty test section.
The fringe spacing determined in this way differed by less than 1% from the theoretical spacing.
Seeding- Tests were run with and without artificial seeding. Without-seeding data rates were typi-
cally 50-70/sec immediately after the wind-tunnel main drive was turned on and decreased with time.
The naturally occurring seed material was vaporized oil from the main-drive motors. An ultrasonic
seeder was installed that injected light mineral oil through a nozzle mounted on the tunnel centerline in
the settling chamber upstream of the test section. Although data rates initially increased when the flow
was seeded, the gain was eventually offset by a reduction in signal-to-noise ratio as a thin oil film devel-
oped on the windows.
Accuracy and repeatability- The measurement volume was about 0.0138 in. in diameter and
0.80 in. long and it could be positioned with an accuracy of about 0.001 in. At Mach 0.80 the counter
processors could resolve velocity differences of about 0.004U in both the axial and vertical directions.
The rms's of the filtered histograms were typically about 0.010U. Measurements of entire velocity dis-
tributions could be repeated with an rms difference of about 0.002U (vertical) and 0.010U (axial).
Pressure Instrumentation
Pressures in all 64 plenum compartments were measured by 16 pneumatic multiplexers, half with
+1.0-1b/in. 2 and half with +_2.5-1b/in. 2 differential pressure transducers. Flexible plastic tubing connected
orifices in the plenum compartments to the multiplexers. Compartments nearest the model were con-
nected to the higher-range transducers. Model and pressure-pipe (used during test-section calibration)
pressures were measured by three additional pneumatic multiplexers with +15-1b/in. 2 differential pres-
sure transducers.
Signal conditioning was accomplished using a 32-channel pre-programmable-amplifier-filter unit
(PPAFU). The filtered and amplified signals were presented to a Tustin analog-to-digital (A/D) con-
verter, which was interfaced to the host computer. The accuracy of the measurements was better than 1%
of the range of the transducers.
Tunnel total temperatureandpressureweremeasuredin thesettlingchamberupstreamof the test
section. Test-section static pressure was measured at an orifice in the sidewall just upstream of the test
section. These pressures and the transducer reference and calibration pressures were measured by Paro-
scientific absolute pressure transducers. The digital outputs of these instruments were connected to the
digital I/O of the host computer.
Computers and Control Systems
The test-section data and control system is illustrated schematically in figure 8. Two computers con-
trolled the test section. The wind-tunnel host computer was a Data General Eclipse S/200 minicomputer.
It executed programs that included the logic for measuring and assessing wall interference and for
adjusting the plenum pressures. A Hewlett Packard (I/P) 9845 desktop computer was interfaced to the
test-section hardware; it received its instructions from the host computer.
The Eclipse and HP computers were connected to each other through a 16-bit digital input/output
(DIO) interface. The slide-valve, laser velocimeter, and angle-of-attack systems were each connected to
the IEEE 488 interface bus of the HP computer through separate, programmable HP 6942A interfaces
(multiprogrammers). The pressure instrumentation was connected directly to the DIO and A/D interfaces
of the Eclipse computer (fig. 8).
Slide-valves- The slide-valve control system allowed any combination of the 64 valves to be moved
simultaneously, with each valve moving a different distance if desired. The system consisted of 64 iden-
tical channels, one for each valve, that were connected to a multiprogrammer and its extenders. The only
feedback to the control system came from "home" switches near the end of travel of each valve. Valve
motion was limited by mechanical stops at both ends; there were no limit switches.
The reference, or home, position of each slide valve was established by driving the valve to where its
home switch changed states. The HP 9845 kept track of the number of steps away from this position all
subsequent moves should have taken the valve; after each homing operation, it compared this number
with the number of steps it actually took to return the valve to home and alerted the user to any
discrepancies.
Laser velocimeter- The host computer initiated LV data acquisition by transmitting to the HP com-
puter the coordinates where data were to be acquired, as well as the desired number of samples of each
component (up to 1000) at each point. The HP computer then drove the scanners to the first point and
began accepting raw data from the signal processors until the last sample of both channels had been
acquired. The HP computer transmitted the raw data to the host computer, which immediately reduced
the data, and drove the scanners to the next point where the process was repeated.
The scanners were controlled by four closed-loop Electrocraft dc motor control systems, one for
each axis of each scanner. The positions of the scanners were established by limit switches near the ends
of travel of each axis. Fail-safe brakes were fitted to the vertical axes of the scanners. The control system
was connected to the HP multiprogrammer extenders, and all four axes could be moved simultaneously.
Whenever the scanner positions were changed, whether by the move or home function, the HP 9845
closed a shutter located near the output end of the laser to block the laser beam during the move.
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Thealignmentof the laserbeamsto thescannerswasaccomplishedby driving themotorized
micrometersthatcontrolledtheanglesof theturningmirrorsandreadingtheoutputsof beam-position
detectorsbehindtheturningmirrors.All of themirror motorsweremultiplexedto asinglecontrollerand
only onemotorcouldbedrivenat atime.Therewasnodirect feedbackaboutthemotorpositions.The
position-sensingphotodetectorsweremultiplexedto oneof two UnitedDetectorTechnologyx-y
positionmonitors.Analog x andy signalsfrom themonitorsprovidedindirectfeedbackof the
motorizedmirror-micrometerpositions.
Angleof attack- The two angle-of-attack mechanisms were controlled by identical channels of elec-
tronics. The stepper-motor power supplies, encoders, brakes, and limit switches were all connected to
the HP computer through a multiprogrammer. The computer initiated changes in angle of attack by
commanding both motors to turn the same number of steps. The computer compared changes in the out-
puts of the encoders to insure that the commanded angle change had been produced and that the model
was not being twisted. The stepper motors did not have sufficient torque to damage the model even
when driving the mechanisms in opposite directions.
Auxiliary pumps- The auxiliary pumps were controlled by a General Electric Series Six computer.
There were two independent control loops for each pump. One loop controlled the pressure in the asso-
ciated reservoir by adjusting a control valve in the pipe connecting the reservoir to the pump; the other
controlled the operating point of the pump by adjusting a valve in the pump's bypass loop.
The control valves could not be adjusted quickly enough to prevent the pressures in the reservoirs
from exceeding their allowable limits when the positions of all the slide-valves were simultaneously
changed by more than about 2% of their range. The slide-valves could be adjusted individually and in
pairs, however, without restrictions.
PROCEDURE
The procedure for adapting the test section walls involved three steps: (1) measuring flow conditions
along a contour surrounding the model, (2) testing the measurements for compatibility with free-air
boundary conditions (interference assessment), and (3) adjusting the test section plenum pressures to
improve this compatibility (wall control). A fourth step, estimating wall-induced velocities near the
model, was not essential but was included as a way to quantify wall interference.
The procedure used in previous adaptive-wall tests at Ames (ref. 18) was based on measurements of
a single component of velocity measured along two contours, whereas almost all other adaptive-wall
researchers have used a procedure based on measurements of two components along one contour. Since
the 2- by 2-ft test section was equipped with a two-component laser velocimeter, either one- or two-
component methods could have been applied with equal ease. A comparative study made before the
present tests (ref. 19) showed, however, that there are many reasons to prefer two-component methods if
the instrumentation is available for making the extra measurements. Specifically, two-component mea-
surements offer the following advantages: (1) they are more sensitive to wall interference; (2) they can
be made at fewer locations; (3) they define free-stream conditions (Mach number and flow angle);
(4) they yield more interference information (i.e., both components); and (5) they permit computing
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solutionsona closed contour to eliminate truncation errors. Therefore, two-component one-contour
methods were applied in the present tests.
Velocity Measurements
Axial and vertical velocities were measured at 16 points along each of two axial lines, 1.5 chord
lengths above and below the model. These lines were as close to the upper and lower walls as measure-
ments could be made, and thus were where the effects of plenum pressure changes could be most easily
measured. The points were centered with respect to adjacent pairs of plenum compartments (fig. 3). The
angle-of-attack mechanism blocked the laser beams at two of the upstream points below the model, so
data there were interpolated.
Interference Assessment
Wall interference was assessed by testing the velocity measurements for compatibility with free-air
boundary conditions at infinity. For the nonlifting cases, the contour was assumed to extend upstream
and downstream to infinity, thus dividing the infinite region outside the contour ("outer flow") into
upper and lower half-planes. The flow in each half-plane was computed by applying one of the mea-
sured velocity distributions as a boundary condition along the edge of the half-plane and by using free-
air boundary conditions at infinity. The resulting outer-flow solution included the distribution of the sec-
ond component of velocity along the edge of the half-plane. Computed and measured distributions of the
second component were compared and differences between them used as the basis for wall adjustments.
If the outer flow can be represented by the linear Prandtl-Glauert equation, then the free-air relation-
ships between axial and vertical velocity distributions at each measurement level can be expressed in
closed form (ref. 20):
OO
urn(x, z) = _-'_-__oo Wx (_z) d_ (la)
Um  Z,Wm(X, z) = -Z_-_f_oo d_ (lb)
These relationships implicitly satisfy free-air boundary conditions at infinity, and solutions above and
below the model are independent of each other. Furthermore, there are no restrictions on the behavior of
the flow inside the contour. The relationships were used to approximate the free-air distribution of each
component from the measured distribution of the other. The approximations improved as wall interfer-
ence was reduced.
One difficulty in applying equations (la) and (lb) is that velocities cannot be measured beyond the
ends of the test section. In the nonlifting cases, which were run first, the integrals were truncated at the
farthest upstream and downstream measurement points. As will be seen, this introduced significant
errors in some outer-flow solutions. Therefore, for the lifting cases, the contour was assumed to be
closed near the ends of the test section. Velocities along the upstream and downstream ends of the
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contourwereinterpolatedfrom dataattheend-pointsof themeasurementlevels.Sincein all lifting
casestheflow on themodelwasattached,thewakewasthin andits effectwasignored.
Forthe lifting casesit wasalsoassumedthattheflow insidethecontourwasthelinearsuperposition
of model-andwall-inducedflows andthatthemodelwassmall(i.e., thattheassumptionsof classical,
linearwall-interferencetheoryapplied).Theseassumptions,thoughrestrictive,weremoreappropriate
for the lifting thanthenonlifting cases,becausethelatterwererunat lowerMachnumbers.They
allowedthetrue,free-airvelocity distributionsto becomputedfrom themeasuredvelocitiesin a single
step(refs.21 and22):
Um(X,Z) = __u(x,z) + 1 f z)w( ,n)]dnL (_- x)2+ 132(rl- z) 2
(2a)
w(x,z) 13f +[132(rl -
Wm(X,Z)
2 2/I: Jc (_ - x) 2 + 132(q - z) 2
(2b)
Note that the solutions above and below the model are coupled. Unlike equation (1), all of the velocities
on the right-hand side of equation (2) are measured (i.e., the sum of the model- and wall-induced
velocities).
Wall Control
The objective of the wall-control phase of the procedure was to adjust the slide-valves in a way that
would reduce differences between theoretical and measured velocities at the measurement levels. A lin-
ear relationship was assumed between velocity changes at the measurement points and pressure changes
in the plenum compartments. The constants of proportionality, or influence coefficients, were measured
as part of the calibration of the test section. The resulting influence-matrix and the desired velocity
changes were then used to solve (either exactly or approximately) for the necessary plenum pressure
changes. The problem was then to adjust the slide-valves to produce these pressure changes.
Adjacent slide-valves were paired, and the valves in each pair were adjusted in unison as if they were
a single control. This was done to save time, because, as explained below, the wall controls had to be
adjusted one at a time. Although in all cases free-air solutions were computed for both components of
velocity, wall-control was always based on differences between measured and theoretical vertical veloc-
ity distributions. We chose to control vertical rather than axial velocities because of our experience in
running the pilot tests and because of the intuitive relationship between plenum pressure and upwash.
Influence-coefficients- The influence-coefficients were measured by systematically adjusting each
slide-valve pair to positions between fully open to the low-pressure reservoir (-100%) to fully open to
the high-pressure reservoir (100%) with all other valves closed (0%). At each setting, velocities at the
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measurementlevelsandpressuresin theplenumcompartmentsweremeasuredandcomparedwith cor-
respondingmeasurementsmadewith all valvesclosed.Thechangein velocity ateachpoint wasplotted
versusthechangein pressurein the"active" compartments(i.e., thecompartmentswhosevalveswere
adjusted).Sincethepressurechangesin eachpairof activecompartmentsweregenerallydifferent, the
influence-coefficientsweredefinedin termsof pressurechangesin thefarthest-upstreamcompartment
of eachpair.Separateinfluence-coefficientsweredeterminedfor air injectionandair removal.Eachwas
definedasthe slopeof theline passingthroughtheorigin thatbestfitted thepositiveandnegative
pressure-changedata,respectively.Influence-coefficientsweremeasuredatMach0.75with themodel
installedat zeroincidence.
It wasnot possibleto isolatetheeffectsof pressurechangesin a singleplenumcompartment,
becauseaseachslidevalvewasadjusted,pressuresin manyplenumcompartmentschanged.Therefore,
the influence-coefficientsweredefinedin termsof "self-induced"pressurechanges,thatis, thepressure
changein eachcompartmentproducedbyadjustingonly its associatedslidevalve.However,useof this
definition requiredthatthewall controlsbeadjustedoneat a timeduring thewall-controlphaseof the
procedure; otherwise it would have been impossible to distinguish self-induced pressure changes from
pressure interactions.
Pressure-change calculation- Based on the results of previous tests (ref. 12), pressure adjustments
in the upper plenum were assumed to have little effect on velocities at the measurement level below the
model and likewise for the effect of lower-plenum adjustments on velocities at the upper level. This
allowed upper and lower plenum pressure changes to be computed independently of each other. There-
fore, velocity changes at the 16 points at each measurement level were related to the pressure changes in
the 16 pairs of compartments of the corresponding wall by an influence matrix:
¢"Aw I
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This is a square set of equations that could be solved exactly, for example, by Gaussian elimination.
Elements of the exact solution to equation (3) were typically large numbers of alternating sign that
were not physically meaningful. Therefore, using the least-squares method of Lawson and Hanson
(ref. 23), solutions were computed that only approximately satisfied equation (3), but whose norms were
much smaller and whose elements varied more smoothly than those of the exact solution.
Slide-valve adjustments- The slide-valve pairs were adjusted one at a time beginning at the
upstream end of the test section and working downstream. Before each pair was adjusted, the pressure in
the upstream compartment of that pair was measured, and subsequent pressure changes were computed
relative to this pressure. A Newton zero-finding algorithm was then used to adjust the valve pair until the
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requiredpressurechangewasproduced(within anacceptabletolerance)or until 10valvepositionshad
beentried.Theprocedurewasthenrepeatedfor eachsuccessivepair of slidevalves.
Sincetheeffectof mostof theslide-valveadjustmentswasto relievetunnelblockage,thefree-
streamMachnumbergenerallyincreasedasthevalveswerebeingadjusted.Thedesiredfree-stream
Machnumberwasrestoredonly afterthe lastpairof slide-valveshadbeenadjusted.
WIAC Methods
Wall interference was quantified using a linear wall-interference assessment and correction (WIAC)
method to compute wall-induced velocities along the tunnel centerline from each set of velocity mea-
surements. Like the one-step outer-flow solutions discussed above, this method is based on linear wall-
interference theory. The wall-induced velocities were computed by using the following expressions,
which assume a closed contour (refs. 21 and 22):
-1
Uw(X,0) = 2__._ fc [[32Tlu(_' T1)
- x)2+ 132q2
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
Computer programs were written that allowed the user to modify the default flow measurement,
interference assessment, and wall-control procedures by selecting from menus of available variations.
Once the variations had been selected, the computer automatically executed the procedures without fur-
ther intervention by the user. It automatically plotted relevant data, such as measured and free-air veloc-
ity distributions, slide-valve positions, and model and plenum pressure distributions.
All of the integrals were evaluated numerically assuming linear variation of velocities between
adjacent measurement points. Integrals with singularities were evaluated using a limiting procedure
described by Everhart (ref. 21). The limits of integration for the infinite-contour integrals (eq. (1)) were
the farthest upstream and downstream measurement points.
RESULTS
Test-Section Calibration
Calibration of a conventional test section usually involves measuring variations in Mach number and
flow angle along the length of the test section over the range of free-stream conditions for which the test
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sectionwasdesigned.In addition,amethodfor establishingfree-streamconditionsmustbechecked.
This kind of calibrationis unnecessaryin anadaptive-walltestsection,becausewhenthewall-
adaptationprocedureconvergesto afree-airsolution,it automaticallyeliminateswall-inducedflow
gradientsandunambiguouslydefinesfree-streamconditions(ref. 24).
Theprincipal taskin thecalibrationof thepresenttestsectionwasmeasuringthewall influence-
coefficients.Othertasksincludedmeasuringtheresponseof theauxiliary-pumpcontrolsystemto
slide-valveadjustments,andcomparingLV measurementsof axialvelocity to pressure-pipedata.An
importantissuethatwasnot investigatedwasthetwo-dimensionalityof theflow.
Influence-coefficientsweremeasuredat Mach0.75with themodelinstalledat zeroincidence.There
wasnotenoughtimeto measureall theinfluence-coefficientsexplicitly. Therefore,thedataweregener-
alizedby assumingthat theinfluence-coefficientsof all compartmentsof thesamesizewerethesame
(afteraccountingfor differencesbetweenthedistancesbetweenthecompartmentsandthecontrol
points).
Figure9 illustrateschangesin verticalvelocity at themeasurementlevel z/c= 1.5 for variousset-
tingsof slide-valves27and28 (operatedasapair with all othervalvesclosed).As expected,suction
(negativevalvesettings)producedanupwashandblowing(positivevalvesettings)producedadown-
washimmediatelybelowtheactivecompartments.Furthermore,themagnitudesof thedisturbances
increasedwith increasedvalveopenings.This resultwastypicalof all compartmentpairs.
In figure 10,thesamevelocity dataarecross-plottedversuspressurechangesin compartment27 (the
upstreamcompartmentof thepair).Although the data exhibit considerable scatter, the relationships
between pressure and velocity are approximately linear at points where the velocity disturbances were
greatest. Each plot includes a straight line passing through the origin that best fits the data in a least-
squares sense. The slopes of these lines, defined as the influence-coefficients, are plotted in figure 11
versus axial distance from the control point to the center of the active compartments. Other figures like
figure 11 were developed for compartment-pairs of the various sizes and used to generalize the
influence-coefficients.
Table 1 presents the influence matrix for the upper wall. Off-diagonal elements within a scatter-band
around zero were set to zero. This matrix was used in the adaptive-wall algorithm at all Mach numbers
and angles of attack.
Adaptive-Wall Experiments
The adaptive-wall algorithm was applied with the model at angles of attack of 0 ° and 2 ° and at free-
stream Mach numbers between 0.70 and 0.85. The Reynolds number for all the tests was approximately
2x106 (corresponding to atmospheric stagnation conditions). The boundary layer on the model was not
tripped and the position of transition to turbulence was unknown. Selected cases are discussed below in
the order in which they occurred. The first case (nonlifting) is discussed in considerable detail; data from
two subsequent cases are described more briefly. Data from four other cases are not discussed in the
text, but are presented without comment in the appendix.
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Nonlifting cases-Sinceboththeairfoil (NACA 0012)andwallsof thetestsectionweresymmetri-
cal, it wasassumedfor nonlifting casesthattheflow field wasalsosymmetricalaboutthecenterlineof
thetestsection(z/c= 0). Therefore,flow conditionswereonly measuredabovethemodel,andthewall-
control algorithmwasappliedto theupperwall. To maintainflow symmetry,thelower slide-valves
werecommandedto makethesamemovesasthecorrespondinguppervalves.Outer-flowsolutionswere
computedfrom equation(1).
M = 0.80:All of theslide-valveswereinitially setto -10%, andthelow-pressurereservoirsetpoint
was-1.0 lb/in.2(this wastheminimumpressuretheAUisChalmerscouldproduceunderthesecondi-
tions).Slide-valves1, 13,and31wereinoperative,sotheyandthesymmetricalower-wall slide-valves
wereturnedoff. Attemptsto increasetheMachnumberto 0.80with all thevalvesclosedfailedbecause
at about M = 0.77 theflow in thetestsectionchoked.
Theinitial verticalandaxialvelocity measurementsat z/c= 1.5 arecomparedwith their respective
outer-flowsolutionsin figure 12.Eachdatapoint includesanerrorbarthatshowsthermsof themea-
surementafterfiltering. Theverticalvelocity dataindicatethatwall adjustmentswereneededthatwould
increasetheupwashupstreamof themodelandincreasethedownwashdownstreamof themodel.Intu-
itively, this would involve increasingsuctionupstreamanddecreasingit (or evenblowing)downstream.
This intuition is consistentwith thenotionof allowingthestreamlinesnearthewall to passthroughit as
if thewall werenot there.
Theaxialvelocity data(fig. 12(c))indicatedthatthepeakaxialvelocitiesabovethemodelhadto be
reduced.In thepresenceof thewalls,themodelformedaventurithatover-acceleratedtheflow. The
intuitive solutionwould beto reducetheblockageby increasingwall-suctionnearthemodel,thuseffec-
tively expandingthechannel.
Thedifferencesbetweenmeasuredandcomputedupwashesweremultiplied by a"relaxationfactor"
of lessthan1.0beforesolvingfor theplenumpressurechanges.For thepresentcase,therelaxationfac-
tor was0.25for thefirst two cyclesand0.50for thefinal cycle.
Figure13(a)illustratestheexactsolutionfor self-inducedplenumpressurechangescomputedfrom
thefull verticalvelocity influence-matrix(table1)andthedesiredverticalvelocity changes(multiplied
by arelaxationfactorof 0.25) (fig. 12(a)).Thoughmathematicallyexact,thesolutionclearlyviolated
physicalintuition andwastheresultof the ill-conditionednatureof theproblem.Figure 13(b)illustrates
anapproximateleast-squaresolution(errornorm= 0.002)computedfrom thesamedata.This smoother
solution,thoughonly approximate,wasconsistentwith physicalintuitionandwasusedasthebasisfor
adjustingtheslidevalves.Notethatits norm(0.66)wasmuchsmallerthanthatof theexactsolution
(3.25).In general,astheapproximatesolutionsbecamesmoother,theyalsobecamelessaccurate.
After theinitial wall adjustment,two additionalcyclesof theadaptive-wallalgorithmwereexecuted.
Thefinal interferenceassessmentshowedthatbothvertical(fig. 12(b))andaxial (fig. 12(d))velocity
distributionswerein muchbetteragreementwith their respectiveouter-flowsolutionsthantheywere
initially: therms differencesbetweenthemeasuredandcomputedvelocities(rmserrors)wereapproxi-
matelyhalf of their initial values.Theaxialvelocitydistributionwasslightly overcorrectedcompared
with the initial condition,especiallynearthedownstreamend of thetestsection.Thefailureof theaxial
velocity measurementsto returnto zerodownstreamof themodelexplainsthedivergenceof thevertical
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velocity outer-flowsolutionat thedownstream end of the test section. Figure 14 shows how the rms
errors changed with each cycle of wall adjustments.
Figure 15 compares the initial and final slide-valve positions and plenum pressures. Most of the
slide-valve adjustments were quite small. Valves upstream of the model were slightly more open to vac-
uum than they were initially, whereas the vacuum settings of valves downstream of the model had been
slightly reduced. Only one valve pair (29-30) had been commanded to move to a pressure setting. Visual
inspection of the slide-valves after the test, however, revealed that valve 29 had been malfunctioning and
was, in fact, at a very large vacuum setting.
The wall adjustments increased the pressures in most of the plenum compartments, especially those
near the model. This is consistent with the reduction in the axial velocities at the measurement level. The
pressure data indicate that the initial setting of valve 39 (lower wall) was not at -10% as commanded but
at some positive value. The position of valve 40 was also suspect; however, a large reduction in pressure
was typical in compartments immediately downstream of a compartment with significant blowing. The
final pressure in compartment 29 is consistent with its observed (incorrect) position after the test.
The plenum pressure adjustments moved the shock wave on the model upstream, as if the free-
stream Mach number had been reduced (fig. 16). This is consistent with the reduction in peak axial
velocities above the model (fig. 12). The WIAC analysis (fig. 17) also showed a reduction in the wall-
induced axial velocities with each cycle of wall adjustments. The last cycle produced a substantial over-
correction, but nearly eliminated the streamwise gradient. Since the flow was assumed to be symmetri-
cal, the wall-induced vertical velocity along the tunnel centerline was zero by definition.
In a subsequent nonlifting case, also at Mach 0.80 but starting from slightly different slide-valve
settings, the assumption of flow symmetry was checked by measuring velocity distributions below the
model, as well as above it. These measurements revealed a flow-angle offset between upper and lower
upwash distributions that was initially about 0.5 ° and that increased to 1.0 ° after the plenum pressure
adjustments. It is likely that there was a similar offset in all the nonlifting cases.
Data for the repeated case at Mach 0.80 and cases at Mach 0.825 and 0.835 are presented in the
appendix.
M = 0.85: The initial slide-valve settings for this case were the final settings for the case at
M = 0.835 (see fig. 36). As in that case, valves 1, 13, 29, and 31 and the symmetrical lower valves were
inoperative. The low-pressure reservoir setpoint was -0.50 lb/in. 2. The adaptive-wall algorithm was
applied three times using a relaxation factor of 0.25.
Figure 18 shows how the wall adjustments reduced differences between the measured and theoretical
velocity distributions at the measurement level. The axial velocity distribution was overcorrected down-
stream of the model. The figure includes outer-flow solutions computed by solving the transonic small
perturbation equation by finite differences (ref. 19). These did not differ significantly from the linear
solutions, because the supersonic bubble produced by the model did not extend to the measurement
level. As in the case at M = 0.80, the plenum pressure adjustments decreased the rms errors to about
half their initial values (fig. 19).
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Theplenumpressureadjustmentsprogressivelyreducedthewall-inducedaxialvelocitiesalongthe
tunnelcenterlineasillustratedin figure 20.Althoughthelastcycleof wall adjustmentsovercorrectedfor
wall interference,it yieldedawall-induceddistributionthatwasnearlyuniform alongthelengthof the
testsection.Thereductionin effectiveMachnumbermovedtheshockwaveon themodelupstreamand
eliminatedflow separationnearthetrailingedgeof theairfoil (fig. 21).
Figure22 illustratestheinitial andfinal slide-valvepositionsandplenumpressures.Thevalvesclos-
estto themodelwerefully opento vacuumafterthefirst cycleof wall adjustments,andsubsequent
cyclesof thealgorithmcalledfor furtherreductionsin pressurethatcouldnot beproduced.Adjustments
to valvesupstreamanddownstreamof themodelweresmall.Novalveswereopenedto thepressure
reservoir.Thevalve adjustments lightly increasedpressuresnearthemodelandsubstantiallyincreased
themdownstreamof themodel.
Lifting cases-For the lifting casesthemodelwassetatanangleof attackof 2°, andall theslide-
valveswereinitially closed.Flow measurementsweremadeaboveandbelowthemodel,andouter-flow
solutionswerecomputedusingtheclosed-contour,one-stepmethod(eq.(2)). Sincetheinterferenceof
theupperwall wasexpectedto besignificantlylargerthanthatof the lowerwall, only thetopplenum
pressureswereadjusted;the lower-wall slide-valvesremainedclosed.Therelaxationfactorfor all
plenumpressureadjustmentswas1.0.
For the M = 0.70,ct= 2° caseandwith all valvesclosed,therewerelargedifferencesbetweenthe
measuredandtheoreticalverticalvelocitiesabovethemodelandsmallerdifferencesbelow themodel
(figs. 23(a)and23(c)).Themeasuredaxialvelocitiesweresubstantiallylargerthantheouter-flowsolu-
tionsbothaboveandbelow themodelalongtheentirelengthof thetestsection(fig. 23(e)).
After threecyclesof wall adjustments,themeasuredandtheoreticalverticalvelocity distributions
abovethemodelwerein substantiallybetteragreementwith eachotherthantheywereinitially
(fig. 23(b)).As mightbeexpected,therewasnocorrespondingimprovementbelow themodel
(fig. 23(d)).Thepressureadjustmentsdramaticallyimprovedtheagreementbetweenthecomputedand
measuredaxialvelocitiesbothaboveandbelowthemodel(fig. 23(f)). Figure24showstheeffectsof the
wall adjustmentson theaxialandverticalvelocity rmserrorsattheuppermeasurementlevel.
Wall-inducedaxial velocitiesalongthetunnelcenterlinewereall buteliminatedby theslide-valve
adjustments(fig 25(a)).Moreover,eventhoughthefirst cycleof adjustmentsreducedthewall-induced
downwashesandtheir streamwisegradient,thesubsequenttwo cycleshadlittle furtherbeneficialeffect
andleft significantresidualinterference(fig. 25(b)).Thepressureadjustmentsshiftedtheshockwaveon
themodelslightly upstreamandreducedthesuctionon theairfoils's lowersurface(fig. 26).Thenormal
forcecoefficientdecreasedslightly.
Figure27 illustratestheeffectof theslide-valveadjustmentson theplenumpressures.A pair of
valvesimmediatelyupstreamof themodel,nearthepositionof maximumupwash,wasfully opento
vacuum.Othervalveadjustmentswererelativelysmall.Pressuresin theupperplenumincreased,
beginningnearthemodel'sleadingedge;pressuresin the lowerplenumalsoincreasedandwerenearly
uniformly equalto thefree-streamstaticpressure.
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Even though the one-step interference assessment method was used, three cycles of the adaptive-wall
procedure were not sufficient to eliminate interference. This was the same number of iterations that was
applied in the nonlifting cases using the iterative interference assessment method. The one-step outer-
flow solutions computed before the first plenum pressure adjustments differed little from those com-
puted after the last (fig. 23)--the expected result for a flow that can be represented by the linear one-step
theory. This indicates that the rate of convergence to free-air conditions was limited by the accuracy of
the wall adjustments rather than by the accuracy of the one-step outer-flow solutions.
DISCUSSION
The data presented above and in the appendix suggest that in all cases the procedure substantially
reduced wall interference. In particular, the measured velocity distributions, both axial and vertical, were
in much better agreement with the outer-flow solutions after the walls were adjusted than before. In
addition, the wall adjustments decreased both the magnitudes and gradients of wall-induced velocities
near the model.
The principal effect of the walls was to produce blockage interference, evident as an increase in the
local Mach number near the model. This was not surprising since the model was only tested at angles of
attack of 0 ° and 2 °. The wall-control procedure relieved this blockage by applying suction in plenum
compartments near the model. The pressure adjustments substantially reduced measured axial velocities
immediately above and below the model and had relatively little effect on the upwash distributions. In
all cases, most of the slide-valves were either closed or partially open to the low-pressure reservoir; very
few slide-valves were ever opened to the high-pressure manifold, and those that were were downstream
of the model.
Pressure Distribution Comparisons
The plenum pressure adjustments consistently moved the model shock wave upstream of its initial
position and eliminated flow separation downstream of the shock wave in those cases in which it
occurred. Comparisons of the pressure distributions with numerical data and with data from other wind
tunnels show that these changes are consistent with a reduction in wall interference.
The initial and final model pressure distributions for all cases are compared with numerical solutions
to the Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equation (ref. 25) in figure 28. The numerical solutions were
computed for the model in free air using a Baldwin-Lomax turbulence model and with transition to tur-
bulence fixed at x/c = 0.05 on both the upper and lower surfaces. In all cases the experimental data
were in much better agreement with the numerical solutions after the walls were adapted than before. In
particular, except for the case M = 0.75, ot = 2.0 for which only one cycle of wall adjustments was
made (see appendix), the final shock-wave positions were within about 0.05c of the numerical results,
and pressure recoveries downstream of the shock waves were in good agreement with the numerical
data. In all the nonlifting cases, however, the final experimental pressure coefficients immediately
upstream of the shock waves were less negative than in the Navier-Stokes solutions. Exact agreement
between the experimental and computational pressure distributions could not be expected, even if the
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experimentaldatawerefreeof wall effects,becausethepositionof transitionwasfixed in thecalcula-
tionsandunknownin theexperiments.
In figure 29 threecasesfrom thepresenttestsarecomparedwithdata for thesameairfoil acquiredin
two flexible-wall test sections,theAmesHRC-2(ref. 26)andtheLangley0.3Meter(ref. 6). The
Langleydatawereacquiredat aslightly higherReynoldsnumberthanwerethepresentdata,andthe
modelboundarylayerwastripped.Theboundarylayeron theHRC-2modelwasuntripped,andfree-
streamconditionsmatchedthoseof thepresentestquite well. (Unlike mostadaptive-walltestsections,
thewall contoursin theHRC-2weredeterminedfrom anumericalsolutionof flow pasttheairfoil rather
thanfrom anouter-flowsolution,andthesamewall contourswereusedfor arangeof testReynolds
numbers.For thedatapresentedin fig. 29, thewall contoursweredeterminedfor R = 10xl06,whereas
thetestswererunat R = 2×106.)In bothHRC-2datasetstheshockwavesweredownstreamof the
positionsmeasuredin the2- by2-ft wind tunnel;in bothLangleydatasetstheshockwaveswerefarther
upstreamthanin the2- by 2-ft data.
Reasons for Incomplete Wall Adaptation
The outer-flow solutions, WlAC analyses, and the model pressure distributions all indicate that there
was significant residual wall interference after the last cycles of wall adjustments. Among the reasons
for the incomplete wall adaptation were the following: (1) the effects of the wall adjustments on the
velocities at the measurement points could not be accurately predicted; (2) occasional failure of the
slide-valve-setting procedure to produce the required pressure changes in all the plenum compartments;
and (3) chronic failure of some of the equipment, particularly the slide-valves.
The influence-coefficients did not accurately represent the relationships between the pressure
changes in the plenum compartments and the velocity changes at the measurement level. For example,
figure 30 compares vertical velocity changes actually produced by a single cycle of plenum pressure
adjustments with those predicted by the influence-coefficients (computed by multiplying the influence
matrix by the vector of actual, self-induced plenum pressure changes). At several of the points the
velocity actually changed in the direction opposite from what was intended.
A likely reason for the inadequacy of the influence-coefficients was that they were based on over-
simplified assumptions that were not explicitly checked. Among these were the assumptions that the
effects of pressure changes in all the plenum compartments could be linearly superimposed, that
influence-coefficients measured at M = 0.75, tx = 0 could be applied to other test conditions, and that
the full matrix could be inferred from measurements of only a few elements. In addition, there was a
great deal of scatter in the data from which the influence-coefficients were computed (e.g., figs. 9-11).
Thus, even those elements that were measured were not accurately known.
The plenum pressure adjustments were determined in terms of vertical velocity, a quantity that was
not particularly sensitive to these adjustments. This also contributed to the difficulty in eliminating wall
interference. Differences between the measured and outer-flow vertical velocity distributions diminished
mostly because the pressure adjustments moved the outer-flow solutions (which were functions of the
measured axial velocity distributions) toward the measured vertical velocities, and not vise versa. A
better approach might have been to determine the pressure adjustments directly in terms of axial velocity
changes.
2O
Time Required To Adapt The Walls
The minimum time to execute one cycle of the procedure was about 13 min. Most of this time (about
9 min) was spent adjusting the slide-valves. It took about 2.5 min to acquire and reduce the LV data
when data rates were at their highest (50-70 samples/see). The linear interference assessment and
plenum pressure change calculations were almost instantaneous, but computer "overhead" items such as
storing, retrieving and plotting data consumed almost 2 min.
Wall-adjustment times as short as several seconds could be achieved if (1) a procedure could be
developed that allowed all the slide-valves to be adjusted simultaneously and (2) the pump control sys-
tem could respond quickly enough to prevent pressure transients in the high- and low-pressure reservoirs
from exceeding allowable limits. The LV data acquisition times could be reduced to about 60 sec with
proper seeding. This is the time it took to scan between the 16 measurement points at each level.
Three-Dimensional Effects
No checks were made of the two-dimensionality of the flow. Before the test section was installed,
however, pressure was applied to several of the slide-valves, and the velocity of the air exiting from each
of the nine wall slots was measured. Except when the valves were nearly fully open, the velocity distri-
butions were quite uniform (ref. 27). These results are of limited relevance in the present tests, however,
because the slide-valves were rarely opened to the pressure manifold.
The thickness of the sidewall boundary layer was not measured so its effect on the flow was
unknown.
Improvements Required for Production Testing
The procedure demonstrated in the present tests was clearly unsuitable for production testing. The
most serious problems were that it did not completely eliminate wall interference and it took far too long
to execute. Less serious were the chronic failures of many of the systems. In particular, the following
improvements are needed.
1. A more accurate method must be developed to determine the proper wall adjustments from the
velocity data. The method must allow all the slide-valves to be adjusted simultaneously.
2. A method must be developed for seeding the test section without getting the sidewall windows
dirty. Ideally the seed would be concentrated in the midplane of the test section at the measurement
levels.
3. The reliability of the slide-valve control system must be improved. The stepping motors should
be fitted with encoders to provide feedback to the control system.
4. The sidewall window seals must be redesigned.
5. The performance of the auxiliary-pump control system should be improved so that control
parameters stay within safe limits during arbitrary slide-valve adjustments. The response time of the
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controlsystemcouldbedecreasedby usinghigher-pressureair to drive thepneumaticallyactuatedcon-
trol valves.Thebypasscircuit andthecontrolsystemof theAllis Chalmerspumpshouldbemodifiedto
allow thepumpto producelowerpressuresin the low-pressurereservoir.Lowerpressureswill be
neededfor testsatMachnumbershigherthan0.85.
6. Thereliability of theWorthingtonpumpmustbeimproved.
CONCLUSIONS
First tests were conducted in a new adaptive-wall test section installed in the Ames 2- by 2-Foot
Transonic Wind Tunnel. These tests demonstrated the integrated operation of the test-section systems,
including the following: slide-valves for controlling plenum pressures; a fast-scan, two-component laser
velocimeter; an auxiliary pump control system; and on-line interference assessment. An automatic pro-
cedure for adjusting plenum pressures was demonstrated that consistently reduced wall interference.
This conclusion is based on (1) comparisons of measured axial and vertical velocity distributions with
the outer-flow solutions, (2) calculations of wall-induced velocities near the model, and (3) comparisons
of the model pressure distribution with CFD solutions for the model in free air and with data from other
wind tunnels.
The plenum pressure adjustments produced large changes in axial velocities and much smaller
changes in vertical velocities near the walls of the test section. This occurred because at the low angles
of attack at which the model was tested, blockage interference was much larger than lift interference.
In all cases, significant and measurable interference remained after the adaptive-wall procedures
were applied. The foremost reason for this was that the necessary velocity changes at the measurement
levels could not be accurately produced. In particular, the influence matrix did not accurately represent
the relationships between pressure changes in the plenum compartments and velocity changes at the
measurement levels. In addition, pressure adjustments were computed in terms of vertical velocity,
which was not sensitive to the adjustments.
Although the plenum pressure adjustments did not eliminate interference, they did substantially
reduce the streamwise gradient of the wall-induced flow field, thus making the flows far more
"correctable" for wall effects.
Further development of the adaptive-wall test section is required before it will be suitable for
production testing. Specifically, the method for determining the proper wall adjustments must be
improved, and the time required to execute the procedure must be drastically reduced. Shorter execution
times could be achieved by improving the seeding of the laser velocimeter and by developing a wall-
control method that allows all the slide-valves to be adjusted simultaneously.
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APPENDIX
DATA FOR ADDITIONAL EXPERIMENTAL CASES
The data for four cases--three nonlifting and one lifting--are presented without comment in
figures 31 through 38. The cases covered are the following:
1. M = 0.80, tx =0 ° (figs. 31 and 32)
2. M = 0.825, 0t = 0 ° (figs. 33 and 34)
3. M = 0.835, ct = 0 ° (figs. 35 and 36)
4. M = 0.75, ct = 0 ° (figs. 37 and 38)
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Figure 1.- The Ames 2- by 2-Foot Transonic Wind Tunnel.
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Figure 36.- Comparisons of initial and final slide-valve positions with plenum compartment pressures:
M = 0.835, o_ = 0 °. (a) Slide-valve positions, top and bottom; (b) plenum pressures, top; (c) plenum
pressures, bottom.
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Figure 37.- Comparisons of measured velocity distributions with outer-flow solutions: z/c = 1.5,
M = 0.75, (x = 2 °. (a) Vertical velocity, z/c = 1.5, cycle 0; (b) vertical velocity, z/c = 1.5, cycle 1;
(c) vertical velocity, z,/c = -1.5, cycle 0; (d) vertical velocity, z/c = -1.5, cycle 1; (e) axial velocity,
z/c = +1.5, cycle 0; (f) axial velocity, z/c = +1.5, cycle 1.
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Figure 38.- Comparisons of initial and final slide-valve positions with plenum compartment pressures:
M = 0.75, o_ = 2 °. (a) Slide-valve positions, top; (b) plenum pressures, top; (c) plenum pressures,
bottom.
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